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Why does your organization need a strategic plan?   
 

He who fails to plan plans to fail.—proverb   A plan takes 
 you from where you are to where you want to be. 
 
Some uses of strategic plans: 
1. Articulate the guiding principals of the organization 
2. Lay out specific goals to be achieved and how to reach those 

goals; identify your resources 
3. Represent your goals and vision to funders and potential 

funders 
 
 
How do you create a strategic plan? 
 
  Plan together:  Coming together is a beginning.   

Keeping together is progress.  Working together is  
success.—Henry Ford 
 
Process of strategic planning: 
1.   Let the process reflect the values of your  
     organization: Include as many people as possible. 
2.  Begin with conversations that answer the following 
     questions:  What is our purpose?  What is our vision? 
     What are our goals? How can we get where we want to 
     be?   
3. Record the answers and then sift through them to look  

for patterns. 
4. Don’t re-invent the wheel.  There are many good strategic plan 

templates on-line.  A good, free, smorgasbord approach that 
can result in a three-page plan can be found at 
http://www.planware.org/strategicplan.htm . 

5. KEEP IT SIMPLE!!! 
6. Plan a manageable but inclusive ratification process. 
7. Update periodically. 
 

 

http://www.planware.org/strategicplan.htm


What are some key components of a strategic plan? 
     
-Aja Gr If you have built castles in the air, your work need not be  

lost; that is where they should be.  Now put the foundations 
under them.—Henry David Thoreau 
 
Some of the most basic elements of a strategic plan include: 
1. Vision Statement 
2. Mission 
3. Priorities 
4. Goals 
5. Actions Needed to Support Strategic Plan 

a. Achieving goals 
b. Internal resources to be developed 
c. External resources to be developed 
d. Fund raising 
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